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Despite the large number of species distribution modelling (SDM) applications driven 
by tracking data, individual information is most of the time neglected and traditional 
SDM approaches commonly focus on predicting the potential distribution at the 
species or population-level. By running classical SDMs (population approach) with 
mixed models including a random factor to account for the variability attributable to 
individual (individual approach), we propose an innovative five-steps framework to 
predict the potential and individual-level distributions of mobile species using GPS 
data collected from green turtles. Pseudo-absences were randomly generated follow-
ing an environmentally-stratified procedure. A negative exponential dispersal kernel 
was incorporated into the individual model to account for spatial fidelity, while five 
environmental variables derived from high-resolution Lidar and hyperspectral data 
were used as predictors of the species distribution in generalized linear models. Both 
approaches showed a strong predictive power (mean: AUC > 0.93, CBI > 0.88) and 
goodness-of-fit (0.6 < adjusted R2 < 0.9), but differed geographically with favorable 
habitats restricted around the tagging locations for the individual approach whereas 
favorable habitats from the population approach were more widespread. Our innova-
tive way to combine predictions from both approaches into a single map provides a 
unique scientific baseline to support conservation planning and management of many 
taxa. Our framework is easy to implement and brings new opportunities to exploit 
existing tracking dataset, while addressing key ecological questions such as inter-indi-
vidual plasticity and social interactions.
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Introduction

Over the past two decades, the need to quantify species distri-
bution inspired the development of various mechanistic (i.e. 
process-based) and correlative tools known as species distri-
bution models (SDMs) which are now available to ecologists 
interested in predicting species distribution. SDMs are of 
particular interest when dealing with endangered and inva-
sive species as they support effective conservation planning, 
e.g. identification of potential protected areas (Krüger et al. 
2017, Domisch et al. 2019) or areas susceptible to biological 
invasions (Hattab et al. 2017) or climate change (Erauskin-
Extramiana et al. 2019).

Correlative species distribution models (SDMs), grounded 
in ecological niche theory (Hutchinson 1957), are statistical 
tools commonly used to predict suitable habitats of a spe-
cies based on the statistical relationship between its occur-
rence and its environment (Austin 2002, Elith and Leathwick 
2009). In contrast to correlative models, mechanistic SDMs 
use physiological information about a species to determine 
the range of environmental conditions within which the spe-
cies can persist (Kearney and Porter 2009). Several studies 
demonstrated the benefits of mechanistic approaches to pre-
dict spatiotemporal variation in the distribution and abun-
dance of species (Gaspar and Lalire 2017, Lalire and Gaspar 
2019, Gaspar et al. 2020, Putman et al. 2020). However, the 
use of simpler and more popular correlative SDMs presents 
a significant advantage when the lack of knowledge on the 
species physiological tolerance (i.e. optimum and range) is 
counterbalanced by the availability of relevant environmen-
tal variables over the species geographical range. Accordingly, 
correlative SDMs have been more largely used across terres-
trial, freshwater and marine realms compared to mechanistic 
models.

Correlative SDMs commonly predict potentially suit-
able environmental conditions for a species. In conservation 
spatial planning, the potential distribution of a species is a 
powerful information tool to delineate protected areas in a 
more efficient way. Although discerning potentially suitable 
areas for a given species is an important asset in conservation, 
it is also necessary to estimate current distributions (i.e. the 
realized distribution: area actually occupied by the species) in 
order to conserve current populations (Marcer et al. 2013). 
When using correlative species distribution modelling tech-
niques in conservation assessment, these differences between 
realized and potential distributions need to be explicitly 
accounted for and explained (Marcer et al. 2013). However, 
the number of studies providing a unified modelling frame-
work that combines the realized and potential distributions is 
very limited (Hattab et al. 2017).

Traditionally, correlative SDMs have viewed the niche 
as a property of the species or population as a whole, treat-
ing conspecific individuals as ecologically equivalent. Many 
apparently generalized species are in fact composed of indi-
vidual specialists that use small subsets of the population’s 
niche (Bolnick et al. 2002). The degree of individual special-
ization varies widely among species and among populations, 

reflecting a diverse array of physiological, behavioral and 
ecological mechanisms that can generate intra-population 
variation (Bolnick et al. 2003). For mobile species, the inter-
individual variation in spatial distributions is not only the 
result of the phylogenetic history, but it could also be induced 
by a plastic character related to decision-making (Cassini 
2013). For such species, habitat selection is an individual 
process and a behavioral phenomenon that determines the 
realized distribution (i.e. habitat use within the home range). 
Habitat selection implies the choice of an alternative among 
different behavioral options available and the result of these 
behaviors is an individual pattern of habitat use (Cassini 
2013). The population’s realized distribution is thus the sum 
or result of several spatial behaviors that are organized in a 
hierarchy starting from the individual level.

SDMs have been criticized for assuming that different 
subpopulations from the same species will respond similarly 
to climate-induced perturbations, therefore avoiding poten-
tial intraspecific differentiations occurring across the species 
range. To overcome this issue, several studies have recently 
incorporated information on biotic interactions into SDMs 
(e.g. through phylogeographic structure) and showed how 
genetic and environmental variation within species ranges can 
affect SDM predictions (Hällfors et al. 2016, Lecocq et al. 
2019, Chardon et al. 2020). For example, a recent study 
conducted on the arctic–alpine cushion plant constructed 
intraspecific-level SDMs and showed that both genetic and 
habitat-informed SDMs were considerably more accurate 
than a classical species-level model (Chardon et al. 2020), 
reinforcing the need of comparing population-based models 
to whole-species models.

Numerous correlative SDMs based on animal tracking 
data have been developed in recent years for a broad range of 
taxa in both terrestrial (Wisz et al. 2008, Marini et al. 2010, 
Alamgir et al. 2015) and marine realms (Varo-Cruz et al. 
2016, Scales et al. 2017, Brodie et al. 2018, Abrahms et al. 
2019). However, the identity of tracked individuals is never 
included into SDMs to predict the realized distribution of a 
species. Inter-individual heterogeneity is commonly observed 
in many taxa but it is rarely taken into account since tradi-
tional SDM approaches commonly neglect the individual-
level and by fitting population-level SDMs using pooled 
occurrence records. To provide a full picture of the poten-
tial (area that could be occupied) and realized (area actually 
occupied) distributions of mobile species, we propose here 
a 5-step species distribution modelling framework based on 
tracking data. This framework considers a classical SDM for 
population-level predictions and mixed-models for individ-
ual level inferences. 

To apply our framework on a real case study, we used GPS 
occurrences from 21 juvenile green turtles satellite tracked in 
Reunion Island waters in the south-west Indian Ocean. Inter-
individual plasticity in movements is commonly observed in 
sea turtles and particularly in the green turtle (Hays et al. 
2002, Schofield et al. 2010, Dalleau et al. 2014, Luschi et al. 
2017, Dujon et al. 2018). A recent study conducted on 49 
juvenile green turtles tracked from five foraging grounds in 
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the Indian Ocean has shown contrasting behaviors from indi-
viduals inhabiting the same site (Chambault et al. 2020a). 
Therefore, this species represents an excellent case study to 
test our framework. To produce predictions that reflect both 
the potential and the realized niches, GPS occurrences were 
linked to five environmental predictors derived from high 
resolution Lidar and hyperspectral data (Bajjouk et al. 2019) 
using SDMs (potential distribution) and mixed-models (real-
ized distribution). Finally, we produced a useful map of the 
combined approaches, representing the two facets of the 
population’s spatial distribution (i.e. potential versus realized) 
that would undoubtedly be a useful tool to address key ques-
tions in biogeography, behavioural ecology and conservation 
planning.

Material and methods

Study area and tag deployment

The study area spreads from 21°38' to 20°87'S and from 
55°21' to 55°83'E, and is located in a French overseas ter-
ritory of the south-west Indian Ocean: La Reunion (Fig. 1). 
Only a small portion of the total geographical range of this 
specie was used due to the strong site fidelity already evi-
denced in La Reunion (Chambault et al. 2020a) for imma-
ture green turtles. Between 2010 and 2019, 21 juvenile green 
turtles were caught and satellite tagged in La Reunion from 
three different sectors located on the west coast (Fig. 1). 

The three sectors were chosen based on turtles sightings 
(Jean et al. 2010) and on their contrasting habitats (J. B. 
Nicet pers. comm.):

– Sector A (Ermitage, n = 10): located south of the study 
area and characterized by a large fore reef and reef flat and 
a blind reef pass.

– Sector B (Brisants, n = 5): located north of sector A and 
characterized by a fore reef and reef flat of medium width.

– Sector C (Boucan, n = 6): located at the north of the study 
area and characterized by a narrow fore reef and reef flat.

In-water turtles were captured by scuba diving. Once cap-
tured, the curved carapace length (CCL) was measured fol-
lowing Eckert et al.’s procedure (1999), and body mass was 
taken using an electronic dynamometer. Argos Fastloc-GPS 
tags (Wildlife Computers Redmond, WA, USA) that pro-
vide Fastloc-GPS data relayed via the Argos satellite system 
(<www.argos-system.org/>) were then fixed on each juvenile 
green turtle (Chambault et al. 2020a for details). In order 
to increase the number of positions recorded, the tags were 
programmed to record GPS locations at a sampling interval 
set at 30 min.

Data pre-filtering

Due to the restricted dispersal pattern commonly observed 
in juvenile green turtles in their coastal habitats and the large 
uncertainties associated with Argos locations, only Fastloc-
GPS locations were retained for the analysis to improve the 
quality of the results and provide reliable kernel estimates 
(Thomson et al. 2017). The Fastloc-GPS data were filtered 
to reduce measurement errors by removing locations with 
residuals values above 35 and locations recorded by less than 
five satellites (Dujon et al. 2014). We restricted our dataset to 
positions associated with a travel speed lower than 5 km h−1 
(Schofield et al. 2010). Finally, remaining positions located 
on land were discarded. The tracking data are summarized in 
the Supporting information.

Chambault et al (2020a) have shown a diel pattern in 
terms of habitat use between the diurnal reef flat habitat and 
the nocturnal slope habitat for green turtles of La Reunion. 
We based our hypothesis on visual sightings of turtles in this 
area showing the use of steep, rough and concave areas as 
foraging and resting habitats during the day. We therefore 
expect to that green turtles will target steep, rough and con-
cave areas. That is why we decided to focus on the diurnal 
habitat slope in the reef front zone (from 3 to 40 m deep) as 
the geographic extent to run the analysis.

Environmental variables

Five physical variables were used to investigate the drivers 
of the turtles’ coastal movements and predict their distribu-
tion. These variables were derived from high resolution Lidar 
(Light detection and ranging) and hyperspectral airborne 
data collected in 2009 and 2010, and processed over the west 
coast of La Reunion (Mouquet et al. 2015a, Bajjouk et al. 

Figure 1. Study area of La Reunion (red rectangle in (a)), (b) refers 
to La Reunion, (c) to the three tagging sites (Boucan, Brisants and 
Ermitage) with the GPS locations of the turtles on the reef flat (in 
orange) and beyond isobaths −30 m and on the slope habitat (in 
green and used for predictions background).
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2019). Processing of these data provided the following layers 
(Supporting information):

1) The bathymetry. The fine-scale gridded bathymetry (spatial 
resolution of 1 m, down to a maximum depth of 40 m) 
was provided by the SHOM (Service Hydrographique et 
Océanographique de la Marine, <https://data.shom.fr/
donnees>) acquired with a bathymetric Lidar sensor.

2) The slope. The maximum rate of change in eleva-
tion between a given point and its surrounding points 
(expressed in degrees) was calculated from Lidar in 3 × 3 
m grid cell, and then the median was extracted in cells of 
19 × 19 m.

3) The slope variance. This variable was used as a proxy of the 
bottom roughness. The slope was first calculated in 3 × 3 
m grid cells. The variance was then calculated in 9 × 9 m 
cells (expressed in degrees2), and the median of the vari-
ance was finally derived in 19 × 19 m cells.

4) The concavity. This variable was used as a proxy for poten-
tial resting areas used by the turtles, e.g. caves. The profile 
convexity (e.g. vertical component of curvature, expressed 
in degrees m−1) was first calculated on a 9 × 9 m grid to 
detect convex and concave profiles. The median in a 9 × 9 
m grid was then calculated to remove measurement arte-
facts, and only the negative values were retained as asso-
ciated with concave profiles (i.e. hollows). The median 
opposite values of concavity were finally calculated in a 19 
× 19 m grid to extend the range of influence.

5) The distance to rocks. This variable was used to identify 
potential feeding areas (e.g. benthic algae on hard bot-
tom) and/or resting areas (e.g. caves). The hard (rocks and 
reef patches) versus soft substrates (sand and rubbles) were 
first discriminated based on simple thresholding of the 
image data ‘Pseudo-colour images of the seabed of the reef 
areas of the west coast of Reunion Island’ (Mouquet et al. 
2015a) from the HYSCORES project (Mouquet et al. 
2015b). This data was extracted from hyperspectral images 
at a 40 cm resolution. The shortest distance between each 
grid cell and the closest identified rock pixel was then cal-
culated in a grid of 1 × 1 m.

All environmental predictors were then resampled to get 
the same spatial resolution of 5 × 5 m.

Species distribution modelling

In order to model the different aspects of the geographi-
cal distribution of juvenile green turtles, we built two types 
of SDMs. The first SDM (called hereafter ‘Population 
approach’) reflecting the potential distribution of the entire 
population was fitted using generalized linear models (GLMs) 
applied to the occurrences’ records of the 21 individuals and 
a pseudo-absences dataset. The second model (called hereaf-
ter ‘Individual approach’) inferred the realized distributions 
of each of the 21 individuals and reflects the portion of the 
potential niche space that is effectively occupied by indi-
viduals. Generalized linear mixed-models (GLMMs, from 
the lme4 package in R) including the individual as random 

factor were fitted by incorporating dispersal-related covari-
ate (Dispersal coefficient) in the model in addition to the 
five environmental variables. The five-steps methodology is 
described in Fig. 2 as follows.

Pseudo-absences data generation
We used an environmental background based technique to 
generate pseudo-absences (Senay et al. 2013, Iturbide et al. 
2015, Hattab et al. 2017, Ben Rais Lasram et al. 2020, 
Schickele et al. 2020), relying on the assumption that true 
absences are more likely located in areas that are environ-
mentally dissimilar from presence locations. A principal 
component analysis (PCA) was used to generate a two-
dimensional environmental background (Fig. 2, step 1) 
representing the ordination results of the five environmen-
tal variables. Occurrences records were projected on this 
environmental background to delineate environmental 
combinations that were suitable to the turtles. The suitable 
environmental background was considered as the smallest 
convex hyper-volume in the environmental space contain-
ing species observation records. A restricted convex hull 
excluding occurrence points within the 2.5% and 97.5% 
percentiles for each ordination axis has been defined (i.e. 
excluding observations in the most extreme environmen-
tal conditions). As recommended by the ‘D-designs’ theory 
(Montgomery 2007), pseudo-absences were then randomly 
generated outside this restricted convex hull in equal num-
ber to the filtered occurrences. Finally, pseudo-absences were 
projected back in geographical cells showing environmental 
conditions outside species’ environmentally favorable areas 
(Supporting information). 

For the population approach, the convex hull was com-
mon to all individuals (Fig. 2, step 1 right) while for the 
Individual approach, one convex hull was generated for each 
individual based on the occurrences of each turtle (Fig. 2, 
step 1 left). To increase the robustness of the results and assess 
their sensitivity to the pseudo-absences generation procedure, 
10 different sets of pseudo-absences were simulated (i.e. 10 
runs for the population approach and 10 runs for each of the 
21 individuals for the individual approach).

Dispersal-related variable calculation
To take into account the spatial fidelity of each turtle in the 
Individual approach, a dispersal-related variable was included 
in the GLMMs. We used a negative exponential dispersal 
kernel (Meentemeyer et al. 2008) to quantify the degree of 
fidelity of each individual to each pixel of 5 m within the 
study area (hereafter called ‘Dispersal coefficient’: DC) – 
Fig. 2, step 2 left.

The parameter DC modifies the form of the dispersal 
kernel where low values of DC indicate localized fidelity in 
the vicinity of occupied sites, whereas high values indicate 
potential for dispersal from any occupied site. This DC was 
calculated using the iForce function from the iSDM package 
(Hattab and Lenoir 2016). A logarithmic sequence of 10 DC 
values ranging between 0 and 1 was tested for each turtle to 
set the optimal DC value (‘Individual approach via GLMMs’ 
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Figure 2. Conceptual diagram of the methodology used in this study, including the five steps described in the Methods section. The diagram 
was simplified to two individuals (ID1 and ID2) and four dispersal coefficients (DC). Env. refers to the five environmental predictors.
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section for the DC choice). Such procedure was not applied 
to the Population approach.

Spatial modelling
Population approach via GLMs
A three-fold cross-validation was used by partitioning the 
dataset of each run into the training (2/3 of the data) and the 
validation dataset (1/3). Ten binomial GLMs (one model for 
each pseudo-absence dataset) were performed on the train-
ing dataset using the presence of turtles (1: presence versus 
0: pseudo-absence) as a response variable, with a logistic link 
function (Fig. 2, step 3 right). The ten GLMs included five 
predictors: slope, slope variance, concavity, distance to rocks 
and bathymetry that were scaled between 0 and 1, and collin-
earity was checked using the variance inflation factor (below 
four). Model evaluation was done on the validation dataset 
using the five performance metrics calculated for each model 
(10 GLMs): the continuous Boyce index (CBI, Boyce et al. 
2002, Hirzel et al. 2006), the area under the curve (AUC), 
the sensitivity, the specificity and the true skill statistics 
(TSS). The models goodness-of-fit was also assessed using the 
adjusted R2 (marginal and conditional for the mixed models). 

Spatial autocorrelation of the regression residuals was 
tested using a variogram for each model as well as Moran’s I 
test. To test the influence of different tracking durations and 
individual sample sizes on the model outputs, the dataset was 
reduced to 60 days of tracking and 120 locations per indi-
vidual. The reduced dataset was then subsampled to two daily 
locations per individual. The performance metrics, response 
curves and predictions maps were then compared between 
the full and the reduced datasets to assess for spatial autocor-
relation and test the influence of a subsampling procedure 
(Supporting information).

Individual approach via GLMMs
A similar procedure was done for the Individual approach, 
except that 1) the turtle’s ID was included as a random factor 
into the GLMMs, 2) fidelity-related variable (DC), specific to 
each individual was also incorporated in the model in addi-
tion to environmental variables (Fig. 2, step 3 left). The opti-
mal value of the parameter DC in the negative exponential 
dispersal kernel was selected by testing all possible values of 
DC as a predictor (ranging between 0 and 1) into the GLMM 
for each run, and by selecting the value that optimizes the 
model’s predictive accuracy and which was visually realistic 
in regards to individuals’ occurrences. 

The CBI was calculated individually in order to account 
for inter-individual variability in models’ performance. The 
choice of the optimal DC (DCoptimal) was based on the CBI 
criterion since it is considered as the most appropriate met-
ric in the case of presence-only observations. A common 
DCoptimal was chosen for all individuals.

Prediction maps
The selected models were then used to generate the predic-
tions at a 5 × 5 m resolution: 30 predictions maps (3 folds for 
each of the 10 runs) for the Population approach (potential 

distribution) and 210 individual prediction maps (10 runs 
× 21 turtles) for the realized distribution (Fig. 2, step 4). 
The average prediction maps were then generated for both 
approaches. 

All individual predictions (10 runs × 21 turtles) were then 
stacked into one single map and averaged (the realized dis-
tribution). The differences in terms of sample size between 
the three sectors (n = 10 in sector A versus n = 6 and n = 5 in 
sectors B and C) together with the inter-individual variability 
could lead to an underestimation of the individual presence 
in some sectors when using the averaged realized map alone. 
The maximum prediction map derived from the individual 
maps was therefore also calculated. From a biological con-
servation perspective, the use of the maximum probabilities 
value ensures detection of areas containing a single individ-
ual, what makes sense in the case of rare and extremely threat-
ened species. 

The maps of coefficient of variation (CV) were finally gen-
erated to assess the uncertainty of the predictions. For the 
individual approach, the individual average CVs were first 
calculated for each turtle based on the 10 individual runs 
to account for the variability of the pseudo-absence genera-
tion. The average CV from the 21 individual CVs was then 
generated to account for the heterogeneity between the indi-
vidual predictions. Initially developed to assess variance in 
species abundance distributions, the Shannon–Weaver index 
(Shannon and Weaver 1949) was also calculated to account 
for the inter-individual diversity.

RGB map
Using a standard RGB (red, green, blue) colour space, the 
spatial predictions of the potential (at the population level) 
versus the realized (at the individual level from maximum 
probabilities) distributions were generated from the averaged 
GLM and GLMM predictions, respectively (Fig. 2, step 5). 
A similar RGB map was generated by combining the realized 
distribution from the average probabilities and the Shannon 
index accounting for inter-individual diversity.

Results

Model selection and performance

Ten DC values ranging between 0 and 1 were tested for each 
turtle, but only seven were retained between 0.004 and 0.03, 
as values below 0.004 were too low and those above 0.03 too 
high to make the models converge properly. The CBI varied 
across the DC for the Individual models (Supporting infor-
mation, based on the smaller CBI range across individuals, 
range: 0.67–0.99), the selected model had a DC of 0.03.

Both approaches showed very little sensitivity to pseudo-
absences generation over the different runs. The values of the 
performance metrics were high (mean range: 0.60–0.99) with 
little variability (SD range: 0.0005–0.063) for both models 
(Supporting information). Despite its very good values (CBI 
> 0.6, positive values indicate a model which predictions are 
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consistent with the distribution of presences in the evaluation 
dataset), the CBI showed some variability for the Individual 
model (CBI range: 0.67–0.99). The Individual model had 
higher performance values for all metrics except for the CBI. 
Although their good predictive power, the lowest perfor-
mance value was for the adjusted R2 of the population model 
(mean: 0.6).

Despite a drastic reduction, some spatial autocorrelation 
was still present after the cross-validation subsampling but 
with a low sill of 0.03 (Supporting information). Except 
for the CBI and sensitivity, the performance metrics were 
slightly higher for the reduced dataset of the Global model 
(Supporting information). For the individual model, all per-
formance metrics were similar between the reduced and the 
full dataset (Supporting information).

Response curves

The averaged models (from the 10 simulation runs) contained 
all environmental predictors for both approaches and all vari-
ables were highly significant (Fig. 3, Supporting information). 
The individual approach also included the dispersal coeffi-
cient (DCoptimal = 0.03) and all variables were significant except 
the bathymetry that had no effect on the probability of turtle 
presence (p = 0.892, Fig. 3). The relationship between turtle 
presence and the bathymetry was negative for the population 
model. The DC had a positive relationship with the probability 

of presence. For both approaches, the probability of turtle 
presence was positively correlated to the slope and the concav-
ity, and negatively correlated to the slope variance and the dis-
tance to rocks (Fig 3). Response curves were similar for both the 
reduced and the full datasets (Supporting information).

Potential and realized distributions

The map of the realized distribution of sampled individuals 
(based on maximum values) highlighted three main patches 
of high probabilities located around the three tagging sites 
(Fig. 4a). The lowest probabilities were located where pseudo-
absences were generated, and conversely, higher probabilities 
fit well the presence locations (Fig. 4b–d).

On contrast, for the potential distribution, suitable habi-
tats were much more evenly distributed along the coast 
(Fig. 4e). Given the strong inter-individual variability, the CV 
was lower for the potential compared to the realized distribu-
tion (Supporting information). The prediction maps were 
similar between the reduced and the full dataset (Supporting 
information). 

Combined RGB predictions map

The combination of both realized (from maximum prob-
abilities) and potential predictions produced the RGB map 
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Figure 3. Response curves of each environmental predictor from the linear models for both approaches (individual in purple and population 
in blue). 
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Figure 4. Prediction maps of the realized (‘real.’, a–d, based on maximum values from the Individual model) and potential (‘pot.’, e–h) 
distributions (from the population model) with the associated presences (yellow dots) and pseudo-absences (black crosses). The colour bar 
ranges from 0 (low probability of turtle presence) to 1 (high probability of turtle presence). Red squares in (a) and (e) indicate the zoom 
locations (respectively b–d and f–h).
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Figure 5. RGB map of the (a–d) realized distribution (based on maximum probabilities) versus potential distribution predicted for the 
target species. (e–h) RGB map of the average realized distribution versus Shannon index. Yellow colours in the three-dimensional RGB (red, 
green, blue in a–d) colour space represent areas with a high likelihood to be occupied by the green turtle from both the Individual and 
Population models. Orange colours represent areas with a high likelihood to be occupied at the population level – or high Shannon index 
but not at the individual level. Conversely, cyan colours represent areas with a high likelihood to be occupied at the individual level but low 
at the population level. Similarly, yellow colours in (e–h) refer to high probabilities of average realized distribution and high Shannon index 
(large number of individuals), and blue colours represent areas with low likelihood to be occupied.
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presented in Fig. 5. Areas where both models indicated high 
probabilities of presence (yellow dots) were mainly located 
in the three tagging sites. Areas of high realized probabilities 
and low potential probabilities (cyan areas) occurred at the 
edges of the three tagging locations, mainly in close prox-
imity to deeper waters (Fig. 5a–d). Conversely, areas of low 
realized probabilities and high potential probabilities (orange 
areas) were located in the shallowest waters, southern of sec-
tor C and between the three tagging locations. The RGB map 
based on the averaged realized distribution in relation to the 
Shannon index indicated a strong inter-individual diversity 
(orange areas) in Sector A compared to the two other sectors 
(Fig. 5f–g).

Discussion

Our study provides the first species distribution modelling 
framework integrating individual-level information provided 
by tracking data. Predictions from species occurrences for 
both the potential and realized distributions offer new possi-
bilities to address key questions in biogeography, behavioural 
and biological conservation. 

Biogeographic and ecological applications

Our framework provides a tool to better understand the 
mechanisms underlying geographic ranges. Our potential 
distribution based only on environmental predictors showed 
larger distribution range compared to the individual model. 
The geographic predictor (the dispersal coefficient) included 
in the individual model restricts the predictions in the vicin-
ity of occurrences (Meentemeyer et al. 2008). Such approach 
has been strongly recommended when modelling realized 
distributions (Lobo et al. 2006, Hattab et al. 2017), and 
should be systematically implemented to take into account 
disease dispersal, movement capacities, speed pollination, 
physical barriers (e.g. lakes, mountains). In our study, the 
higher values of the performance metrics derived from the 
optimal dispersal coefficient were used to model the realized 
distribution of the target species with higher accuracy and 
reliability, taking into account inter-individual plasticity and 
spatial fidelity. Despite the swimming capacity of the target 
species to navigate between the three tagging sites, 89% of 
the individuals remained in close proximity to their catch 
and release location. When looking at the individual tracks, 
this low connectivity between tagging sites (< 10 km apart) 
reinforced the necessity of using the distance constraint in 
the case of juvenile green turtles. One interesting contribu-
tion would be to see if individuals differ in their responses 
by incorporating each environmental predictor as a random 
slope in the GLMM besides the individual on the intercept. 

Intrinsic (e.g. individual experience, personality) and 
biotic factors (e.g. intra-specific competition, predation) can 
also explain the affinities for some sectors highlighted by the 
Individual but not the Population approach. For instance, 
in the present study, the Ermitage site is known to host the 

highest density of sea turtles (Jean et al. 2010) as it is char-
acterized by the presence of a channel (~50 m width) con-
necting the outer reef slope to the shallow reef flat habitats 
(Chambault et al. 2020a). This particular site may provide a 
more suitable habitat for the development of red algae, the 
main food resource of green turtles in this region (Ciccione 
2001), explaining why we found a higher inter-individual 
diversity in this area.

In contrast, the population approach can lead to higher 
estimations in areas that were actually not used by the tracked 
animals. Although similar environmental conditions can be 
found outside individuals’ realized distribution, some ani-
mals might also avoid such ‘potentially favourable areas’ for 
biotic reasons (Soberón and Peterson 2005). The comparison 
between potential and realized distributions using individual 
tracking data therefore provides new possibilities to investi-
gate complex behavioural processes observed in a wide variety 
of animals, i.e. intra- and inter-specific competition, preda-
tion avoidance, anthropogenic effects. 

Conservation and management implications

The use of SDMs within the context of conservation planning 
has also increased in the past decade (Dawson et al. 2011, 
Robinson et al. 2011, Cuddington et al. 2013), but the accu-
racy of the potential distribution of a species derived from 
SDMs has been challenged, especially when studying rare 
species (Ochoa-Ochoa et al. 2016). By combining a SDM 
and a behavioural model at the individual level, the proposed 
framework provides a more accurate modelling tool to supply 
managers and stakeholders in their decisions. For species of 
high conservation interest, our approach provides a map of 
flexibility by comparing the realized and the potential distri-
butions, accounting for the spatial dynamics of the target spe-
cies, providing a more accurate suitability map. For example, 
discrepancies between realized and potential distributions 
can misdirect management measures. Although the aim of a 
Nature Reserve is to protect the key species effectively using 
the minimal possible space (Wilson et al. 2005), the delinea-
tion of a protected area based on a potential distribution that 
covers a broader surface compared to the realized distribution 
might lead to the implementation of ineffective conservation 
strategies. By accounting for the individual spatial dynam-
ics, the use of behavioural data derived from satellite tracking 
will therefore make a significant methodological contribution 
to the conservation assessment and reserve design of many 
sensitive taxa. One possible output could be to gradually cat-
egorize the potentially suitable areas into different categories 
based on the combination map of the realized and potential 
distributions as follows:

– High priority zones located in favourable areas for both 
the realized and the potential distributions referring to 
yellow areas in Fig. 5 – such areas having higher priority 
in 5e than 5a due to a larger number of individuals.

– Medium priority zones for favourable areas for the poten-
tial but not for the realized distribution referring to orange 
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areas in Fig. 5 – such areas having higher priority in Fig. 
5e than 5a.

– And low priority zones for areas unfavourable for both the 
realized and the potential distributions referring to blue 
areas in Fig. 5.

It is however worth mentioning that our study was limited 
to one particular life stage of the green turtles which com-
monly occupies a restricted geographical range before reach-
ing sexual maturity. This species being highly migrant (partly 
in the open ocean), our framework needs to be used comple-
mentary to other approaches in order to protect all life stages 
of this species which might occupy larger ecological niches.

Limitations and recommendations

Model performance relies on sample size (Papeş and Gaubert 
2007, Pearson et al. 2007), and it increases with increasing 
sample size under constant prevalence (Proosdij et al. 2016). 
Stockwell and Peterson (2002) showed a drastic decrease in 
model performance for sample sizes lower than 20 occur-
rences. In our study, we fixed the minimum number of loca-
tions to 50 for each individual, and the mean number of 
locations recorded per individual was 1047 ± 870 (min–max: 
75–4909), being large enough to guarantee reliable predic-
tions that are representative of the tracked animals. Some 
spatial autocorrelation remained inevitably due to the very 
fine-scale movements of the individuals (low variogram sill 
of 0.03, Supporting information). Given the known travel 
speed of this species (on average 0.15 ± 0.2 km h−1) and 
its short dive durations at coastal sites (~10–20 min), we 
assumed that the number of daily locations (mean ± SD: 
13 ± 11) was low enough to prevent from a strong spatial 
autocorrelation between locations (high potential of turtles’ 
occurrences between the received GPS locations) that could 
violate the hypothesis of independence between observations.

One way to avoid unreliable predictions when combin-
ing mixed models to SDMs is to record a sufficient number 
of locations to be representative of the movement pattern of 
each animal. The minimum tracking length that should be 
considered to minimize prediction errors has not been inves-
tigated yet in the literature. In our case, the high values of 
the performance metrics found in our study confirmed the 
strong predictive power of our models. A complementary 
analysis based on a reduced dataset using the same tracking 
duration and an identical sample size for each individual was 
also investigated in our study, and it showed similar results, 
confirming the robustness of our approach (Supporting 
information). In addition to classical performance metrics 
commonly used in SDMs, the CBI was also used here and 
enabled to assess how much model predictions differ from 
random distribution of the observed presences across the pre-
diction gradients (Boyce et al. 2002). The high CBI values 
derived from our models reinforce their good predictive per-
formance (Hirzel et al. 2006). 

The map of the realized distribution was also dependent on 
tagging locations. Three main tagging sites were used in this 

study based on prior investigation of the study area (ground 
truth data) in order to maximize the number of animals cap-
tured. One possible limitation is that some individuals tracked 
from a different site might have led to a different map of the 
realized distribution, but it is unlikely since the sampling 
design included a large number of individuals tracked from 
distinct areas known to be green turtles’ hotspots, being rep-
resentative of the species’ range. The lack of random sampling 
design was therefore compensated by a good representative-
ness of the population dispersal based on previous studies 
(Jean et al. 2010, Chassagneux et al. 2013) and periodic at 
sea observations of the study area, increasing the confidence 
in our results. However, our framework could not be applied 
to data collected from a random sampling design which is not 
representative of the species distribution. Both approaches 
need to be analysed jointly, especially to help identifying new 
tagging locations to track additional animals.

The quality and relevance of SDMs depend on the choice 
of adequate environmental variables, which are in turn con-
strained by the availability of data sources, often scarce, old, 
fragmented, unreliable and incompatible for use with high-
resolution GPS tracking data. Although turtles’ movements 
are commonly related to dynamic rather than static variables, 
we restricted the environmental predictors to static variables 
that matched the fine scale resolution of the study region and 
that were in agreement with our main hypotheses. Excluding 
dynamic variables in coastal foraging ground is also not that 
problematic since oceanographic conditions are quite stable 
in the tropics and environmental data rarely available at such 
a fine scale (~1 km width × 11 km length). The use of cut-
ting-edge remote sensing sensors (multi and hyperspectral 
satellite and aerial images, Lidar data) has therefore shown 
its interest (high submetric resolutions, exhaustive and exten-
sive spatial coverage), and is a great contribution to ecological 
studies (Bajjouk et al. 2019). 

Conclusion

While traditional SDM approaches commonly neglect the 
individual information provided by tracking data, the full 
potential of such individual data is never exploited when 
modelling species distributions. By running classical SDMs 
(population approach) with mixed models (individual 
approach) including individuals as a random factor and a dis-
persal coefficient accounting for spatial fidelity, we proposed 
an innovative five-steps framework to predict the potential 
and realized distributions of mobile species from tracking 
data. Both approaches showed a strong predictive power but 
differed geographically in terms of predictions. Our innova-
tive way to combine predictions from both approaches into 
a single map provides a unique scientific baseline to support 
conservation planning and management of many taxa. Our 
framework is easy to implement and brings new opportuni-
ties to exploit existing tracking dataset, while addressing key 
ecological questions such as inter-individual plasticity and 
social interactions or conservation issues.
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